METROPOLITAN AREA PLANNING CoMMISSION

Minutes of Meeting No. 217 4
1998, 1:30 p.m.

Members Present

Horner

Members Absent

Staff Present
Dunlap
Huntsinger
Stump

Midget
Pace

a

Approval of the minutes of August 26, 1998, Meeting No. 2172:
On MOTION of SELPH the TMAPC voted 8-0-0 (Carnes, Harmon, Horner,
Jackson, Midget, Pace, Selph, Westervelt "aye"; no "nays"; none "abstaining";
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the approved plans
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shall
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Zoning Code have been satisfied and approved by the TMAPC
record in the County Clerk's
incorporating within the
the PUD conditions of approval and making the City
Covenants.
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Subject to conditions recommended by the Technical Advisory
the subdivision platting process which are approved by TMAPC.

Staff
if PUD-595 is approved, that Z-5970-SP-3 be
conditions in
site plan as amended
development standards.
There were no interested parties wishing to speak.

Charles Norman, 2900
client proposes
property. He explained that his
has
orders
orders and maintain a large inventory for display on the
Mr. Norman stated
the subject
is a 19-acre tract and within
District and immediately north of the Mingo Market Place. He expressed concerns
staffs recommendation regarding signage regarding the existing billboard sign and
restrictions
existing
He explained that
on the subject property,
has been located on the
than is
the billboard has not
be ronnn\ton
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Planning
submitted for all buildings and allow for a partial Detail Site Plan
done in many other PU
Norman stated his most serious concern and reservation is with respect the
requirement on vehicular circulation. He explained that the subject property abuts
expressway and will be served by 101 st East Avenue on the west side, which was
presently constructed, to the north edge of Mingo Market Place by the developer
Market
He stated he didn't think that 71 & Mingo participated in the
construction of 101 st East Avenue. He commented that he proposed and expected
on north across the frontage of the Mathis
required to extend the collector
property. He explained that staff is recommending that there be no certificate
which is
occupancy issued until the collector street is extended north to East 66th
another 660' north of the north boundary the subject property. He stated that as
can recall this would be the first
that a developer has been required to
a street beyond the frontage of his own property. In the past there have been
suggestions, usually by residential groups or homeowner groups, suggesting that
development should not be allowed to occur until the infrastructure is actually in.
developers have
suggestion for over a period
required
entire planned infrastructure, specifically
to
uses.
particular instance, and what could happen in other instances, is if the owner or
of the
acres could not obtain the right-of-way from other owners
, then
on development He commented that the
could
and
right-of-way
the
condemned since it
made a
for development.
explained that the Council would state that the condemnation would have to be at the
of the party seeking the condemnation. He stated that this becomes a financiai
burden and could become time-consuming and might not be approved by the City
He commented that the staff recommendation puts the developer of the
property somewhat at the mercy the other owners of the property to be
street
the
to

end
Hamlin's
neighborhood east of the corridor, in
uncompleted state, requires vehicles to
through
residential neighborhood to get to Garnett Road, which may be an example
bad planning. He stated that it would
impossible for the first developer in any one
of
corridors to build a mile of a corridor collector in order to commence the
development within a corridor area. He commented that there is not a lot of corridor
and this may not be a concern. Mr. Norman stated that had the staff
recommended that he go to East 661h Street and improve 661h Street over to Mingo,
have been just as reasonable because East 661h Street is not a permanent paved
which would have caused a more difficult problem to deal with.
concluded
he is not asking the Planning Commission overturn the staff recommendation
this particular incidence.
Mr. Carnes asked
Stump if he would
Planning Commission his views
regarding extending the street. In response, Mr. Stump stated he would agree with Mr.
Norman that this issue has somewhat unique circumstances oecause the owner of
property is also the owner of the property to the north. The owner of both
properties will benefit significantly from
extension of the road. This would seem to
an equitable financial arrangement.
some point, when high intensity is allowed
districts,
corridor
must be completed
He
that 71 51
is
and with a
end collector which only accesses 71 51 Street, it is too crowded for
additional
1
proposed without another outlet 66 h Street.
Stump stated
staff
it is still a public
demand
the applicant improve 661h Street
responsibility to improve.
go back
back
north
Mr. Midget asked if the applicant is
Street and pave the area. In response, Mr. Stump stated that the owner of the
property is under application and the same person owns the property to the
He explained that the present owner owns approximately 40 acres, but is only
half of the land. He stated that
is recommending that the owner
as if
owner has
to
to 66th Street, and it
as it

There were no interested parties wishing to speak.
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Zoning and BOA Historical Summary: There has been no activity in this area.
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is a recommendation,
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application at it stands and
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Mr.
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additional names are
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submitted are
the Sivadons are family members, but

Mr. Westervelt stated that although location is important, staff will tell you that the
Comprehensive Plan is important. In response,
Sivadon stated
was surprised
that the Comprehensive Plan does
allow IL in the subject area when there is IL
CG near the subject property.
Stump stated that Glenpool is
to stop at some point

line north of 181 st and the more
did not intend
it to go this far
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the
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located on
southwest corner
property is flat and non-wooded.
which is now
and

Zoning and BOA Historical Summary:
1998
Adjustment approved a
mobile home in an IL-zoned district on property located
southwest corner W. 36 1h Street and S.

were no

area was in
exception to allow a
on

Action; 8 members present:
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(Minor Amendment)

allo'\lved one ground sign along
approval allowed the sign
to an R District than allowed

wall signage, except for
protect
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st Street lot frontage,
feet from
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manager's
display area or a
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recommendation.

indicated his agreement
There were no interested parties
TMAPC
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Northwest corner East
(Minor Amendment)

approval to reduce the rear yard
of Dedication from 35 feet to 20 feet.
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acknowledging and approving the
in nature, does not
to
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HOA architectural committee
opinion that the request is
as originally approved
Ridge Pointe II

APPROVAL
rear yard setback for Lot 11 , Block 1
were no interested parties wishing to speak.
TMAPC Action; 8 members present:
MOTION of CARNES the TMAPC voted 8-0-0
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